The bioinformatics tools for the genome assembly and analysis based on third-generation sequencing.
The application of third-generation sequencing (TGS) technology in genetics and genomics have provided opportunities to categorize and explore the individual genomic landscapes and mutations relevant for diagnosis and therapy using whole genome sequencing and de novo genome assembly. In general, the emerging TGS technology can produce high quality long reads for the determination of overlapping reads and transcript isoforms. However, this technology still faces challenges such as the accuracy for the identification of nucleotide bases and high error rates. Here, we surveyed 39 TGS-related tools for de novo assembly and genome analysis to identify the differences among their characteristics, such as the required input, the interaction with the user, sequencing platforms, type of reads, error models, the possibility of introducing coverage bias, the simulation of genomic variants and outputs provided. The decision trees are summarized to help researchers to find out the most suitable tools to analyze the TGS data. Our comprehensive survey and evaluation of computational features of existing methods for TGS may provide a valuable guideline for researchers.